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.  IN SITU-FORMED DEBOND LAYER FOR FIBERS 

Background of t-he invfinUnn 

1- Field of the Invention 

,   „ ,  fiS inVenti°n relates to an in.situ method for producing 
5   debond coating on silicon carbide fibers to h. ■       oauci^ e riDers to fae incorporated in a 

composite and the resulting product. 

2. Description of the Related Art 

_ Current debond coatings are usually applied to fibers by 

10    ZT    ThVaPOr dTSiti0n (CVD) ~ ■<*-*«* vapor infiltration 
(CVI).  These techniques are generally slow and costly   High 

■    temperatures, special atmospheres, special chemicals and special 
apparatus increase costs.  Coatings sometimes contain defects due 

to touchxng fibers and incomplete spreading of fiber tows 

Typical debond layer materials are carbon such as described.by R 

C  Loszewski xn US 5,024,883 and by H. Sakamoto in US 5,055 430 " 

and boron nitride as described by T. L. Uessen in US 5,407 740 

and R. Rice-in US 4,,42,271. Special handling is generalised 

to prevent damage to the debond coatings. The ability to place a 

pn    
niCkel C°ating °n a fiber is *ho*a *7 L.G. Morin in US 4,342 0S0 

2 0   on carbon fibers. */^,u*u 

. 3. Objects of the Invention 

^   '" 1S an °bJeCt °f this invention to control bonding between 
the fiber reinforcements and the matrix in composite materials. 
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It is a further obiect of i-h-i a   • J  L or thj-s   invention-to improve 
"PMlte ^"ies * P^inc, a debonding layer on fibers , 

ceramic matrix composites. rxßers xn 

It is a further object of this invention to „r»ü  - ■, 
5    debond layers which absorb energy and Jv T ^lored 

materials. ^     ^ f°r t0ugher oomposxte 

If is a further object of this invention to provide 

xmproved  rn situ produced debond coatings on silicon carbide 

i. prode:;tr
ch may be used in —- -—<**"** 

It is a further object of this invention to provide debond 
coatxngs on silicon carbide fibers where there is an outer laver 
containing nickel silicide, Ni2Si, and ^« 

25 

It is a further object of this invention to provide 

Z72T prcursors where the compos±te f°™^ »<~^ 
contaxns sxlxcon carbide, fibers with improved debond coatings. 

These and further objects of the invention will become 
apparent as the description of the invention proceeds. 

Summary of the TmWnH.n 

A debonding coating is forced on fibers, and especially 
sxlxcon carbxde fibers, by forming a thin film of a metal or 

fite3 ss;t r: 
alloy/on smcon carMde fibers ^ *—^ ^ 

of a met!  S mPe!atUre mf"cient to P-duce an effective amount 
of a metal sxlxcxde and carbon to form a debond coating on the 

sxlxcon carbide fibers. These fibers having the debond coating 

oan be added to composite forcing materials and the mixture can 
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«vT"'?     t0  f°rm a  COnSOUdated  =«POBite.   A more preferred zm:the c°nsoiidated -mPOSite is to PIace thi sil
e^ 

a  * flbSrS "lth the lnitial «"tai film coating into the
COn 

compose foxing materials and then to heat the mixture to e 

the dehond coating in situ on the fibers and to Z   th     °** 
eonsolldated co,posite. Preferred heatlng fce        ^ 

temperature annealing, hot-pressing, or hot ^^   ™ ^ 

Brief Descrinl-irm nf thP Pr-*,.,-; r. las 

25 

th(a   , (d) Presents thematic cross-sectional views of 
the silicon carbide fiber and the possible ,      ■ 
products. Possible layers m the reaction. 

H J
ig- 2 ±S a Pr°CeSS fl°W sh^   illustrating the two 

embodiments of the process invention. 

15    (Dsc)
Ffg' lh

±S   dfferentlal —^ calorimetry heating tra 
• (DSC) for the Ni/SiC multilayer sample. 

ce 

Fig- 4 is an X-ray diffraction scan (XRD) showing that the 
reaction product formed is Ni2Si. 

Description of t-b„ Prpfn'rrM Embnd^^ 

in general, interphase modifications are required to control 

bcndxng between the fiber reinforcements and the^atrix I 
composite materials   For c^rxmi^  „,,4. ■ ranuc matr^ composites a debondincr 

TV; beneflClal f- Roving -poeite properties: ZloZ 
debond layers pr0mote multlple crack ^.^ ^ 

defleetxon or branching during propagation, all of „hich absorb 

energy and mate for tougher composite materials.  Improved, in 
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situ produced debond coatings hav£ beM formuiated which 

used m composites to produce superior products. 

foil ^ ±n S±tU"f0rmed deb°nd =°»"»S "»y be synthesized by tha following sequence. Usincr stand^d  i    ■ *.  -, '  fle 

5    a thin fii  %  ■ ,       standard, low cost plating techniques 
a thxn film of nickel may be solution plated by  either 

electrodeposition or electrons deposition on fibers in a Sic' 
tow such as Nicalon fibers  a „t. ■  -,     . 
f.  _       .       Hhers. A chemical coating technique, such as 
the two mentioned above, can penetrate the tow so that fewer 

nussed or bare spots are anticipated.. Further, the metal layer 
should be flexible so that spallation of the coating is 
minimized. 

Processing of the fibers into a composite would then proceed 
as normal such as with laynp, raatrix infiltration or coating  Ld 

consolidation.  During the final composite processing steps  a 
high temperature anneal, hot-press  or w ■   _  . 
,„TD,     ,. press, or hot isostatic pressing 
(HIP , would cause the nichel layer to react with the outermost 
portion of the sic fiber and form nickel silicide, „i Si 
Pressure is not required for the Ni + si reaction to proceed. 

However pressure is generally useful to consolidate the matrix 
phase of coated fibers. macnx 

the reCaact°n mUSt ^ "**"*  ^^  r"Cti°n tQ P—d since tne reaction is: 

4Ni + 2SiC  ---> 2Ni2Si   +  2C 

Depending on the heat treatment, the carbon will either form 

small pockets or a complete layer in the interphase of the 

composite. The preferred temperature for carrying out the 
reaction is from about 350°C to about 550°C. 
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,.fg' X   (a) illuSt^-  the cross-section of a silicon 

::bide fiber th- *» * «** coati^ of Ni Prior to ;e::::on The       of nickel deposited win ,controi ctx^ 

released to form the debond layer. °n 

5   deb  ff
S' * (b) " (d) Sh°W thrSe P^ential scenarios for the 

debond layers after reaction. The resultant debond coating 

morPhology W1ll depend on the various surface and volume lrgies 
of the fiber, reaction products  3nH m=f- ■ uergies 

^AUUUCCS, and matrix as well ai  riiff„n' 
rates, m Fig i (b)  the sir  fl-K \ diffusion 

a  -L I a; , the SiC fiber has a first inner laver nf 
carbon and an outer layer of Ni Si  rh»   • 
«-i,     , ■       WlsSl< There is some evidence for- 
the  carbon collecting at the free surface (as in rig 1   (blf\ 
the Hi and sic are reacted isolated frQra a matrix, «or 

tames and low temperatures involved in the reaction due to L 

large free energy change constrain the diffusion distance the 

carboncould achieve.  Thus, the carbon reaction product is near 

the interface at all ti.es.  At the interface the carbon 111 

Perfort, xts  debonding function independent of which resultant 
morphology is produced. In either event, a weax mechanical bond 

:JTt:iTr  1S.eStabllSh- — «- refining fLi L 

ZTorLTl    ,       T °f a thin nlCkel layer Wil1 be "» -c-t 
applied it La' 1  ^^  C°ntr01- "^ ^ «^  «"** *• cippxiea, it is a layer  Onrp r-o=^.+-«^    J • y   ■  nce reacted7 and especially if the 
mrxture morphology occurs, the debond coating may not always be a 

layer» andere.  It remains a coating, however, since it 
envelopes the fiber. 

The advantages of this direct technique are that the 

composite is easier and cheaper to fabricate. Due to more 

complete penetration of the fiber tow, the composite will have a 
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better .ore reliable performance during processing The in s> 

formatxon of the dehond layer means there is no extrapro 
steps required. The nickel-coat^ f* Passing 

thermal conductivity path dul! he t"
3 ^ ^^  * ^ 

on the left side of Fig. 2 "*'    * ^^  ±B  ^ 

An alternative procedure t-o TT^I,  4-T_ ,,   , ,  , ,        Procedure to make the composite is to form 

prL t!T    ; ^ deSlrable' thE deb°nd ^ =»" * ^ prxor to composxte processing as shown on the right side of Z 

*tJhrs procedure, however, introduces an additiona! heating  "' 

e h Z^  fibSrS "lth thS prS"f°™ad debond coating have to be 
embedded an a matrix to perform their debonding function 

T: T   :hlS  COUld bS dOM "ithOUt "»«'< -h as L the case of a cured polymer matrix.  It is believed that all ceramic 

lstroy th
Ce   hal reaCtl0nS CaUS£d bY ^  heatiDS "^ -t 

destroy the carbon produced by the first reaction   For example, one „ould not want tQ ^   ^ 
SxC/Nx2Si/C combination into an aluminum matrix because the Al 

and c „ould react to form aluminum carbide and there wlld no 
longer be a debond layer. OUld n° 

Other petals besides nickel „ay be used in the practice of 

the xnventaon. As described above with respect to niLl, the 

carb.de at the annealxng temperature to form a debond coating of 

a metal sxlxcxde and carbon. Suitable metals in the invention are 
any metals that react with silicon carMde to form , ^J

1» 

sxlxcxde and carbon as reaction products. Examples of other 

suxtable metals include iron, copper, . cobalt, tin, paladium, 
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Platinum and mixtures and alloys thereof. For example  an Fe 
layer would perform in essentiallv t-h. ööenciaiiy the same manner as a nielli 
layer. However, nickel is preferred' o    •    x. nickel 
H-i^-  -n. Preterred -over iron because it would K 
difficult to electro-deposit the Fe as e^lv „ -v,   ■ , ., ^üC re ds easily as the nirVoi 
exudation of the Fe may become a probl_   ^    silLon anoy 

may al.o be used, though it is less preferable. '^ 

„v h
ThS tW° COmP°site -Wng processes result in produots which 

may be m the same product if =11 rto „        . ™ 
each ™„   „ Same materiäls were used in 
each case.  However, some systems might be amenable to (1, the 
process „here the metal coated fibers are placed in the 

simultaneous rn srtu-formed debond coating on the fibers or to 

(2) the process „here the in situ-formed debond coating is first 

the composite, but not to both. 

Having described the basic aspects of the invention, the 

foiling example is given to illustrate a specific embodiment 

Example i 

20   bet  ™™Ple "1-tr.ta. the reaction „hioh takes place 
between the adjacent Ni film and the silicon ^^ 

fiber/ 7/SiC mUltilayer S^ls  ™- synthesized as en analog of , 
fxber/matrxx composite. The multilayer sample consisted of 

2S    theebTla
ting N1. and S1C layerS °f egUal tMCkneSS °f « - - "at the hulayer pair was 30 nm. Tha tQtal ^^ ^ ^ ^   . 

balayers with a thickness of approximately 2,000 nm which is 2 

■ macrons. The multiple reaction interfaces mimic the numerous 

coated fiber interfaces found in composites and allows for easier 

7 
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determination of the reaction products via differential s 
calorimetrv (DSC) and X-rav diffraction (XRD, ^ 

Figure 3 is'the DSC output at a heating rate of 20°C n 
minute for the Ni/SiC sample, it indicate   I *** 

5 thus a chemical reaction was occurring  Sa " **"   ° «* 
heat t„afoJ H      .^.      occurring. Samples which had been heat treated to spficifio temperatures and en 

for reactxon products by XRD. A temperature of 410 " "  ^^ 
temperature before the majcr pea, il the ^1™^"°°»»  « 
temperature of 510°C represents a t« an and a 

10   Pea* in the DSC scan. * temperature after the major 

reaction8 ^/^ " "^ * "**"  —^--iy that one of th. reaction products formed after the nqp-a^   „ 
The vertical  ^     „   ,Iter tile Dsc scan to 510 = C was Ni2Si. 
ne vertical, downward pointing  arrows indicate th. ™ ■ <-■ 

expected v-r-a^ ^-,'^-P   _ ■ lcace tile Positions of 

»    Industry ^^^L^^ T^T 1 "^ 
file or VsH« ^  v, ies-  The number of the e or  card" is shown. . The fact t-h = +- «-i, 

UP estabiisb that Ni2si was preset ^ th^ ^^T 

indicivrrL-rpioV r~::the ~°ti--"•«* 
«   conservation.  Carbc/is «t-^i^^^ "!* 

carbon being a low-Z element, does not scatter" ^ ^ 

effeotrvely: The short ti.es and low temperatures involved in the 

achre    T      the dlffUSi°n di— tte «**» «uld acbreve  Thus, the carbon ifl lnferred ^ ^ ^       * 

"he hLl rf
d

a7the carbon wil1 per£orra'its deb°-^ '-t"™: The hxgher modulus of the Ni2si is believed to make it very 
useful for debonding. ■    •      ^ 

It is understood that the foregoing detailed description is 

3xven merely by way of illustration and that many variations „a" 
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be made  therein without  dpnsrHr,     * 
invention. ^parting from  the  spirit  of  thls 
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IV    (HIP) . 
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Abstract of thp'ni^i^^ 

A debonding layer is formed on fibers such as silicon 

carbide fibers by forming a thin film of a me£al such as nickel 

or lron on the silicon carbide fibers and then annealing at a 

temperature of about 350-550*0 to form a debond layer of a metal 

exlxcxda and carbon. These fibers having the debond coating can 

be added to composite forming materials and the mixture treated 

to form a consolidated composite. A one heating-step method to 

form a consolidated composite involves inserting the silicon 

carbxde fibers with just the initial metal film coating into the 

thTd
0Sblte/0rming matSrialS and thSn ******  thS ^ to form the debond coatxng in situ on the fibers and to form the 

consolidated composite. Preferred heating technics include high 

temperature annealing, hot-pressing, or hot isostatic pressing 

to 
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Fig. 1 (a) 

NI2SI 

Fig. 1(b) 

C + NI2SI 
Mixture Ni2Si 

Fig. 1 (c) Fig. 1 (d) 
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Fig. 2 

Form metal film 
on Sic fibers 

Add metal film 
coated fibers to 
composite material 

Heat metal film coated 
fibers to form debond 
layers on the Sic 
fibers 

Form final composite 
with debond layer on 
SiC fibers 

Add fibers- with 
debond layer on Sic 
fibers to composite 
material 

Form final composite 
with debond layer on 
SiC fibers 
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